> > > JOIN THE MOVEMENT. TAKE A STAND. MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

WHAT WE DO

Sustain Our Planet is a green
consulting and carbon offsetting

Sustain Our Planet is committed to having a positive impact on climate change
by enabling our clients to calculate, reduce, and offset their carbon footprint.
Our consulting and education services help clients save money and reduce the
effect they have on the environment.

company. We are dedicated to
making eco-friendly choices as
simple and easy to understand as
we can for our clients.
We specialize in providing a
personal, hands-on approach. We
help your organization understand

We understand every organization is unique. Because of this, we conduct an
extensive evaluation of our client’s energy usage and green office practices to
help them take the appropriate measures to plan, implement, and improve on
existing environmental programs.

the green movement and
implement changes that will make
you more efficient, help you save
money, and reduce overall waste all
while protecting our planet.

CONSULTING SERVICES
As part of our green consulting services, Sustain Our Planet is able to:


Calculate the carbon footprint of your organization



Conduct a Green Review of your company; this includes and on-site audit
and a report detailing your company’s sustainability score



Conduct a Carbon Impact Assessment for your organization that calculates,
tracks, and analyzes your company’s carbon footprint over a specified period
of time



 rovide a means for your organization to offset its carbon footprint through
P
verified, registered, approved and tracked credits on the carbon market



 esearch and evaluate environmental policies and procedures that apply to
R
your organization



 ist step-by-step recommendations that describe how your company can
L
improve its carbon footprint



 rovide guidance to management and employees about what a carbon
P
footprint is, why it matters, and how everyone can help improve it



 rovide a portal on your company’s internal website that allows your
P
employees to track their personal and/or business carbon footprint



 rovide marketing and advertising assistance to highlight and promote your
P
organization as environmentally responsible and/or carbon neutral

Entering into a partnership with
Sustain Our Planet provides you
with access to environmental
champions who are dedicated to
your organization and will create
you money and facilitate your
company’s green vision.
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SUSTAIN OUR PLANET

a proactive strategy that will save

